
 

 

Chris Hector looks at the world’s leading stallions.... 
One of the biggest problems with jumping horses sires is that there are just too many of 

them! Too many successful stallions, too many winning studbooks scattered round the 

world - start to try and pick a top ten and your head spins.  

I mean it’s much easier with dressage stallions. There’s about 10 top stallions and they are 

confined to a pretty tight geographical area, and three main studbooks.  

With the showjumping horses there an abundance of riches - and unlike our three main 

dressage studbooks where the bloodlines flow from one book to the other and back again, 

the jumping world has some very different lines - and lines that don’t mix much (although 

all of them tend to run to a couple of really influential Thoroughbred lines if you go far 

enough back.) 

It varies, from the relatively closed French Stud Book, the only slightly less closed Irish 

and Holsteiner books, to the relatively accommodating Hanoverian and Westfalien 

verbands, and the wide-open-door policies of the Dutch and the Oldenburger/Zangersheide 

axis.  

Now none of this theoretically is a problem. This is why we have the World Breeding 

Federation Stallion rankings - all we have to do is look them up and we’ll know who the 

world’s top jumping sires are. Simple. Well not quite. All the WBFSH rankings are badly 

skewed to over-reward one single major performance, so a stallion with one freaky good 

horse with one win, can rocket into the top ten standings. That happened again this year in 

the jumping standings where Aram, a beautifully bred son of Nimmerdor, came in 4th, 

solely on the basis of the performance of his son, Sydney gold medallist, Sjiem. Galoubet A 

also leapt up the standings to 3rd place, largely on the performance of his son, Baloubet de 

Rouet. But Galoubet was himself a star jumper, and he is by one of the great sires, Almé. 

He also has had more than Baloubet competing with success. However if you are planning 

on breeding with him it might just be a little tricky. Apparently the US-based stallion’s 

semen does not freeze and when leading Dutch jumping horse breeder, Weipe van der 

Lageweg wanted to breed to Galoubet, he floated two mares from his home in Friesland to 

Paris airport and inseminated them on the spot with chilled semen fresh from its trans-

Atlantic flight. 

You would also find it difficult (although in these days of frozen semen not impossible) to 

breed to three more of the WBF top ten - Ramiro, Landadel and Polydor, since they are all 

dead. (In his last years, Polydor was not too fertile. At the Westfalien state stud, the 

intended stallion is written on the doors of the mares’ stables. Except when we visited, 



there were about 10% of stable doors with a question mark instead of a stallion name. What 

was this the equine version of a lucky dip? No, these were the mares that hoped to breed to 

Polydor if there was enough good semen to go around.) 

Top of the WBFSH standings is Capitol I, a grey Holsteiner with an interesting pedigree, in 

that it contains no Landgraf or Cor de la Bryère blood, but two crosses of the Anglo-Arab, 

Ramzes, once through Fritz Thiedemann’s jumping mare, Retina. His best performer is 

Cento (out of a Caletto II mare) ridden to team gold in Sydney by Otto Becker.  

Second place goes to that pillar of the Westfalien stud, Polydor, sire of a string of great 

jumping horses, he owes his current WBFSH position largely to the gorgeous, Pozitano, 

ridden by Beat Mandli. Third to Galoubet and fourth, Aram. Fifth to Caletto I, the classic 

Holstein cross - Cor de la Bryère out of a Cottage Son bred mare. Caletto I is another 

stallion breeding depth of numbers, with 663 progeny registered as competition horses in 

2000, of whom 75 achieved success at an advanced level. 

Sixth to Darco representing a mixture of Hanoverian and Holsteiner blood. His front-liner 

is Otterongo who just missed out on a medal with Ludo Phillipaerts at the Sydney Games. 

Not the typiest of horses, Darco really needs a bit of Thoroughbred on the dam’s side if you 

don’t want something that looks as if it needs a plough. 

Seventh, Landadel, Oldenburg registered but solidly Holstein breeding, Landgraf over a 

Farnese mare with a second cross of Ladykiller xx. Landadel died at the early age of 13 in 

1996, having sired some wonderful jumpers, and very good dressage horses. In eighth, 

another stallion riding on a couple of good horses, Zuidpool, a Dutch stallion by Amor out 

of a Persian Path xx mare. Ninth to perhaps the greatest jumping sire of all, Ramiro. Tenth 

to another grand old man, Nurzeus, the Selle Français stallion imported to Germany by 

Georg Vorwerk, father of present day ‘gun’ dressage breeder, Gudula Vorwerk.  

The World Breeding Federation is not alone in its problems with its formula for its rankings 

- even the German National Federation has glaring anomalies on its stallion standings. 

Once again, the problem is the failure of the statistics to pay enough weight to the number 

of horses by a stallion competing in the sport. As the Hanoverian Verband assistant 

manager, Dr Ludwig Christmann points out "The breed value estimation is unable to deal 

with one issue and that is the at times extreme pre-selection of competition horses. To 

obtain realistic breed values, we need a spot-check representing the entire offspring of a 

stallion."  

In other words, if you go and breed your mare to Polydor, for instance, then you expect to 

get a jumping horse, and lots of them start out in jumping competition, some good, some 

not so good, some brilliant. But if you breed your mare to Donnerhall you do not expect to 

get a jumper, so the only Donnerhalls that get to jump are absolutely brilliant (they have 

probably been jumping their stable door ever since they were weanlings) and the small 

number that do start in competition are likely to do very well.  

Thus on the latest German FN jumping stallion rankings, Donnerhall is in 12th place, while 

poor Polydor can do no better than 27th! This problem bedevils the FN jumping rankings 

with the most unlikely horses (Wolkenstein II, Davignon, Donnerschlag) making their 

respective top tens. 

Now to get all this in some perspective, I thought I’d ask some of the really smart guys on 

the jumping scene for their personal top ten listing.  

Arnaud Evain is one of themovers-and-shakers of French jumping horse breeding. Arnaud 

has made it his business to spot young stallions before they become famous, and he has 

been associated with some of the very best. Asked to nominate his top ten, Arnaud comes 



up with quite a different list, not surprisingly with four French stallions although, one, 

Quidam de Revel has been spirited off to Denmark by super breeder, Flemming Velin.  

The others are Papillon Rouge, Le Tot de Semilly and Arnaud’s own, Cabdula du Tillard 

(the son of Olympic silver medallist, Abdullah out of a full sister to Jalisco B, is however 

ranked 3rd on the French ‘objective’ breeding rankings based on the performance of 

progeny - once again though, we can see how a thoughtful and successful breeder like 

Arnaud, can differ in his rankings from the ‘official’ list: according to it, the top ten horses 

are: 1. Rosire (by Uriel); 2. Calypso de Moyon (by Laudanam) =3. Vas Y Donc Longane 

(by Grand Veneur) and Cabdula de Tillard (by Abdullah); =5. Papillon Rouge (by Jalisco 

B) and Calypso d’Herbiers (by Hurlevent); =7. Galoubet A (by Almé), Quidam de Revel 

(by Jalisco B) and Arpege Pierreville (by Uriel).)  

From Holland, Arnaud nominates the Hanoverian, Voltaire (but by the French bred Furioso 

II - see how stupid these categories get sometimes), the Voltaire son, Concorde and the 

Landgraaf son, Burggraaf. From Belgium, Darco, and from Germany Carthago and Espri. 

Now somewhat to the north, is the picturesque home next to the old watermill of the 

famous Dutch breeder, Jan Greve. It was Jan who discovered the great Voltaire as a two 

year old: "No one else wanted him, he had a crack in one of his feet." Voltaire was an 

international jumping star, his career culminating in a win in the Grand Prix of Berlin. As a 

sire, Voltaire has been equally sensational.  

More recently, Jan plucked another stallion out of obscurity. The St Leger winner, Julio 

Mariner was not exactly setting the racing breeding world alight in the UK when Jan 

snapped him up, and turned him into one of the more exciting jumping sires on the scene. 

Jan is one breeder who won’t listen to talk of breeding ‘accidents’:  

"I don’t think there are any freaks. If you get a great showjumper from a mare which never 

jumped, by a stallion who has never jumped, who is to say that if the stallion and the mare 

had been given the opportunity to perform, they would not have been great jumpers? I 

believe that behind every good horse, there is good breeding, it might not be obvious, but 

the breeding is there." 

I asked Dr Greve to nominate his current top ten jumping stallions, and this is his selection: 

1. Voltaire 2. Carthago Z 3. Guidam 4. Darco 5. Le Tot de Semilly 6. Calvados 7. Julio 

Mariner xx 8. Quidam de Revel 9. Zuidpool 10. Libero 

There have been some mega-breeders of jumping horses in Germany, but none bigger, or 

more successful, than former international rider, Paul Schockemöhle. Here is Herr 

Schockemöhle’s top stallions (actually he couldn’t keep to just 10): 1. Polydor; 2. 

Carthago; 3. Cento; 4. For Pleasure; 5. Come On; 6. Quick Star; 7. Voltaire; 8. Caretino; 9. 

Potsdam;10. Landgold; 11. Cordalmé Z 

The results at the World Young Jumping Horse Championships at Lanaken, home of the 

famed Zangersheide stud, should help settle the arguments, but they didn’t, since the 

Germans and the French last year decided not to risk the accolades won in national 

championships, by putting them on the line. Thus Lanaken became a bit of a Dutch versus 

the Belgians thing. Both countries have produced wonderful jumping horses, although their 

successes have had little to do with any home-grown bloodlines, rather they have relied on 

a skillful blending of French and German lines, in the case of Holland’s leading stallion, 

Voltaire, in the same horse. Born in Hanover, Voltaire is by the French stallion, Furioso II, 

out of a mare by that stalwart of Hanoverian jumping breeding, Gotthard. Furioso II is the 

full brother of French stallion, Mexico, whose son, Le Mexico has been influential in Dutch 

breeding. The most successful of the younger stallions, Burggraaf is again a 



German/French blend, but this time the classic Holstein cross: Landgraf over a Cor de la 

Bryère mare.  

These were the names that kept coming up in the Lanaken World Breeding Champs results 

along with that immortal of German, Dutch and Belgian breeding - Ramiro, who finished 

his days at the Zangersheide, where blended with Almé over a band of largely Gotthard 

mares, he created the world’s first all jumping studbook. The current crop of Zangersheide 

stallions reflects where jumping breeding more or less is - old faves like Almé, Gotthard 

and Ramiro with the newer C line: Caretino, Contender (themselves descendents of Cor de 

la Bryère) topped up with the hot French lines - Quick Star (by Galoubet) and a couple by 

Quidam de Revel.  

It’s a very old Irish joke, the one that goes ‘to be sure, what would you like him to be by?’ 

and seemingly, no longer accurate for the Irish Horse Board which runs an impressive 

Genetic Evaluation Program. On the current standings, number one stallion is Coille Mor 

Hill, followed by Diamond Chin, Cruising, Dow Jones Courcel, Bahrain Cruise, Cavalier 

Royale, Clover Hill, Touchdown, Clover Brigade and Seacrest. Just out of the top ten in 

12th is the well-known King of Diamonds and just two behind him is Australia’s World 

Cup rep, Clover Flush. According to Lynn Aldridge of the Irish Horse Board, even though 

he hasn’t yet any offspring competing in Ireland, because Clover Flush competed in Ireland 

up to Grade C with 67 recorded performances he can be evaluated.  

Lynne points out: "His pedigree also allows him to be evaluated as he would have quite a 

number of relations on the circuit here through both the Clover Hill and King of Diamonds 

families - all of which 

helps. He has two progeny recorded with us on the register - 1998 foals and hopefully they 

will also compete here. Unfortunately, his progeny in Australia will not be included as we 

cannot get their performance records. As regards the genetic evaluation, only competitions 

that have more than one Irish Horse competing are really of interest to us as this allows the 

ranking of the horses against one another." 

If you want to research the Irish Horse, take a trip to their website 

www.irishhorseboard.com where they have their stud book, genetic evaluation and recent 

performances all in PDF format - but be warned, these are big files, and take a while to 

download and much longer to print out! 

Really this is true of all the jumping studbooks, there is a mass of information, and if you 

do just a bit of research, you should be on the right track, and if you really want to be 

creative, there are some wonderful jumping bloodlines right here in Australia (there are also 

a few ‘dodgy’ ones promoted by the sort of sharp operators who seem to have been 

attracted to the world of the horse since the first horse dealer dudded the first pilgrim along 

the road a couple of thousand years ago. It is up to you to ask around and double check in 

this situation.)  

We would hate you to get the impression that we are ignoring these wonderful Australian 

bloodlines, it is just that it is more difficult and time consuming to research them, but we 

promise we are hard at work and in the next few months, we will be publishing a major 

article on local lines - if you feel you have any information to add, please get in touch with 

me, or with Stephen Lamb. 

We’ve seen with horses like Scandal how exceptional the Australian Thoroughbred can be - 

and really it probably is time to stop calling the cute black mare a freak or an accident. Go 

to the Australian Studbook Website, www.studbook.aust.com, and look up the pedigree, 

Lady Show (Scandal’s race name) and starting counting the Hamptons, Bay Ronalds, 



Phalaris and Scapa Flows. Looking at her pedigree, Scandal could just as accurately be 

described as a showjumper just waiting for someone to point her at a fence. 

 


